As the second title of this book would suggest it is rather rambling, though not entirely a random walk. The book must be judged largely on its impact on Radiation Protection because it makes little contribution to ordinary radiobiology, which is concerned with the understanding of how radiation produces its biological effects.
Radiation Protection is a very frustrating subject especially to the mathematician and the physicist who hanker after some degree of precision. However, because of the potential value of radiation to our society, whether from medical diagnosis or treatment or from the extensive development of nuclear energy, it is a subject of great practical and political importance, indeed it may have to help decide whether the advantages of substantial increases in the use of nuclear energy will be worth the risks. Protection is a dull subject to many radiobiologists but they must be thankful to those authors and other scientists like them who are willing and interested enough to devote much time and effort to come to grips with the subject. Very few experimental data are available, some come from properly designed experiments on animals and some from a few fortuitous observations on man. To have produced detectable effects these will have been much greater than the expectation permitted in the Protection field. Very extensive extrapolation is therefore necessary and just in the region where we lack any very precise knowledge of the dose response function. The extrapolated values must therefore contain a very large amount of uncertainty. One wonders about the validity of these estimates but they must be made as well as can be done with the limited material available and one must avoid drawing false conclusions.
The Central Electricity Generating Board will be acutely aware of these problems, one author is an employee of, and the other a consultant to, the Board; and this book reflects the authors' attempts to get some grip on the subject by an injection of mathematics. The trouble is that one cannot get more out of a model than the model puts in and since in this field the models are as yet extremely crude the mathematics produces very meagre results. The model most used through the book is that cells have a probability b(pcD) of showing a " response " (transformation etc.) after a dose D, and that the responses of all cells can be summed (i.e. integrated, the book is full of integration signs). The forms of the probability function that get most attention are 0(pcD) = (pcD)h exp (-AD) and the linear response 4 (pcD) = pcD. The latter, it should be noted, can only be used at low values of b since q by definition can only range between 0 and 1. If the response function is linear then the average dose is generally all that is needed even if the dose is spatially non-uniform. When the response functions are not linear then this is no longer the case, and the authors investigate in detail a number of situations including " hot spots " of ingested radioactive particles emitting oa and/or radiations.
In general the less mathematical parts of the book are the most interesting since these do give a useful summary of currently available data and ideas about carcinogenesis. Although the mathematical manipulations have produced only a limited overall result the book does show and emphasizes the need for clear thinking and the avoidance of the many pitfalls for the unwary. This book must therefore, in spite of some limitation, be compulsory reading for anyone interested in Radiation Protection, but the formulae given must be used with caution, after careful checking that they could be applicable to a new problem.
C This collection of 37 papers covers an extremely wide range of tissues and technologies and for the most part sticks well to its brief of the " Cell Cycle in Malignancy ". The section on immunity, however, is remarkably devoid of hard cell cycle data and is useful primarily for its review of the functional anatomy of the lymphoid system given by Fabrikant. Indeed, the main value of the volume rests in its reviews and in the variety of techniques employed so that it may prove a useful reference source.
It is perhaps a pity that one has to wait until the mid point of the meeting to read Mendlesohn's assessment of the cell cycle in malignant and normal tissues. In this excellent review both the technology of cell kinetics experimentation and comparisons of cell behaviour are brought out very strongly and it is recommended that the reader turns first to this article. Frindel, Dethlefsen and Valeriote all present overall studies of cell proliferation under radiation or drug treatments leading to a rational design of cancer therapeutic procedures. Valeriote, however, is wise in recognizing cell population kinetics as only one of about two dozen factors and the purpose of his review is to put cell cycle analysis in tumour therapy in its proper perspective. Again it is a pity that this paper comes so late in the proceedings.
Much legitimate concern is shown by a number of authors over the problems created by studying asynchronously proliferating populations of cells which have a random age and mixed chemical composition. They accordingly resort to artificially synchronized populations (mainly in vitro) in the anticipation of obtaining relevant information before the cells become, once more, asynchronous. The reader may take his choice and chance on any of a number of techniques for producing cell proliferative synchrony. Such conditions were commonly used for the biochemical observations and several authors demonstrate a marked cyclicity of enzyme and cyclic AMP levels related to phases of the cell cycle. To the non-biochemist, this group of papers can provide a quick reference point to such biochemical intricacies as, for example, cyclic AMP metabolism and polyamine biosynthesis.
An analytical essay on mitotic control in the body is presented by Cameron and liberally supported with examples. He cites three levels of control: (i) general, affecting all proliferative populations, (2) specific, for certain organs, tissues or populations and (3) The reason for a book solely concerned with one anticancer drug, viz cyclophosphamide, is justified by the author in that work with it, described in over 10,000 references, has significantly modified the basic reasoning behind cancer treatment. The first five chapters review its chemistry, pharmacology and biochemistry. Throughout the comprehen-
